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We study the range and invertibility, in weighted versions of LP(0, co), of the 
operators NL and Mf whose Mellin multipliers are f(q +s/m) and r(l -s/l), 
respectively. We deduce corresponding results for the Laplace transform which 
generalise those of Widder. The paper is the first of a series concerning operators 
whose multipliers involve products and quotients of gamma functions and which 
include as special cases operators with G-function kernels studied by Rooney. 
‘t3 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. This paper is the first of a series in which we shall study 
operators T satisfying a relation of the form 
(~(V))(s) = h(s)(W-)(s). (1.1) 
Herefis a suitable function defined on (0, co), k?’ denotes the Mellin trans- 
form and s is a suitably restricted complex variable. The function h, which 
is the multiplier of the operator T, will have the general form 
where k, 1, K, L are non-negative integers satisfying 0 <k < K, 0 < I < L 
(empty products being unity by convention), the numbers r,, . . . . rK, 
t, 9 ..‘, IL are real and positive, and q 1, . . . . qK, 5,) . . . . l, are complex 
numbers. 
Multipliers of the form (1.2) are generalisations of those studied by 
Rooney in [lo]. His multipliers essentially correspond to the case when all 
the numbers ri and tj are unity, and, under appropriate conditions, the 
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corresponding operators T are integral operators with kernels involving 
Meijer’s G-function. Rooney discusses the range of his operators in the set- 
ting of certain weighted Lp spaces. The analysis is quite long and there are 
various different cases to be considered. Naturally, more general values of 
ri and r,j will introduce further complications. However, it turns out that a 
great simplification can be achieved by means of a distributional treatment 
relative to certain spaces of generalised functions in which the weighted Lp 
spaces are imbedded. The development of this distributional theory is our 
ultimate aim. 
As a first step, this paper deals with two operators on the weighted 
spaces L,,, with multipliers T(q + s/m) and r(< -s/l), where 1 and m are 
real and positive. The operators, denoted by NL and M:, respectively, are 
both related to the classical Laplace transform. We shall concentrate on NL 
with results for MT then following easily. We shall obtain a precise charac- 
terisation of the range of NL on L,,, under conditions of great generality, 
namely, 1 <p < co and Re(q -p/m) # 0, - 1, -2, . . . . Also we shall obtain 
a family of inversion formulae involving operators of fractional differentia- 
tion. From these properties of N4 (and hence M$) we are able to derive 
corresponding results for the Laplace transform on L,,. which generalise 
familiar results of Widder [ 123. In particular we shall show how the 
Widder-Post inversion formula is a special case of our family of formulae. 
In a future paper we shall use these results to study the product 
M$ NV = Nq MT on L . In principle it is possible to study more general 
finite irodu:ts on L,:‘&it the situation becomes complicated. Fortunately 
the results of the present paper enable us to construct certain spaces of test- 
ing functions relative to which many of the complications disappear. By the 
use of adjoint operators we are then able to use the two special cases 
studied here to develop a comprehensive study of the general operator T 
in (1.1) within the setting of generalised functions. Thus, although our 
results may be of interest in their own right, their main role is to provide 
the starting point for the later distributional theory. 
2. For 1 6p < cc and ,D E @, we shall denote by L, p the space of 
(equivalence classes of) complex-valued measurable functions f defined 
(a.e.) on (0, co) such that 
(2.1) 
The expression (2.1) defines a norm on L,, and (Lp,p, /I II,,,) is a Banach 
space. With DE djdx, let 
Fp3, = {f 6 C”(0, 00) : xnDnf l L,,, for n = 0, 1, 2, . ..}. (2.2) 
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The space F,,, is a Frtchet space with respect to the topology generated by 
the seminorms {y!,“},“=,, where 
Y,p’“(f) = II x’ID”f IIp, ,1 (fE Fp,,L ;n=o, 1,2, . ..). (2.3) 
Remark 2.1. For properties of the spaces FP,i, see [4, Chapter 21 but 
note that we have replaced p in [4] by p + l/p here, as a result of introduc- 
ing the factor l/x in (2.1). The effect is to remove p from the conditions on 
the parameters. 
The Mellin transform JZ is defined formally by 
(Af )(s) = jOX x’ - !f(x) dx. (2.4) 
When interpreted suitably (see [7] or [S], for instance), (&f)(s) exists 
(a.e.) on the line 
Re s= -Rey (2.5) 
whenever f E L,,, with 1 <p < 2, PE @. Condition (2.5) will be assumed 
throughout when working in L,,,. 
We state without proof the following standard result. 
THEOREM 2.2. For fixed p E 6: and k E L,,,, define the operator K by 
(Kf)(x)=(k *f)(x)= jz WW)f(t) W (f+7,). (2.6) 
0 
Then K is a bounded linear operator from L,, ~1 into itself with 
II Kf 1lp.p d II k II 1.p II f 1Ip.p (2.7) 
andfor 16~62, PE@ andfEL,,Il 
(.k(Kf))(s)= (dk)(s)(df)(s). (2.8) 
Formula (2.8) shows that (Ak)(s) is the (Mellin) multiplier correspond- 
ing to the operator K. Conversely, we may use suitable multipliers to define 
corresponding operators. 
Notation 2.3. Define the subsets Sz, (j=O, 1, 2, . ..) and Sz of the 
complex plane by 
Go= {ZE@ : Rez>O} 
Qj= (zE@: -j<Rez< -(j-l)} (j= 1, 2, . ..) 
sz= (j Qj. 
I=0 
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DEFINITION 2.4. Let q, p, and CI be complex numbers and let m be real 
and positive. 
(i) For q+l +p/rn~Q and MEC, I z” is the unique continuous 
linear operator from Fp,@ into itself such that, when 1 dp,<2, 
(A(r; “f))(s) = f(q + l- drn) 
f(q+a+ 1 -s/m) 
(of) (fG F,.,). (2.9) 
(ii) For q -p/m E Q and CY EC, K;” is the unique continuous linear 
operator from Fp+ into itself such that, when 1 <<p 6 2, 
Remark 2.5. These are the familiar Erdelyi-Kober operators and explicit 
representations under various conditions on the parameters can be found 
in [4, Chapter 33. When q+ 1 + p/m E Q, (respectively, 9 -p/m E 52,) 
and czeOo, the operator 12’ (respectively, K:*) is an integral operator 
belonging to B(L, J for 1 6p < co, p E @. We shall make extensive use of 
these operators in the sequel. 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let q and p be complex numbers and m >O. For 
g-pfm~SZ, NL is the unique operator in B(L,,) such that, when 
l<p<2, 
(J%L(N~f))(s)=T(tl+s/m)(~f)(s) (fe J&J. (2.11) 
We shall show that such an operator exists by obtaining an explicit 
representation via (2.6). For convenience, we shall assume until Section 7 
that tl -p/m E QO, so that Re(q + s/m) > 0 in view of (2.5). 
THEOREM 2.7. For 1 <p < cc and Re(q - p/m) >O, NL has the integral 
representation 
(N5fNx)=m~om t”“’ exp( - t”) f (x/t) dt/t (fq?,,). (2.12) 
Proof Apply Theorem 2.2 to the kernel k(x) = mx”“’ exp( -x”‘), which 
belongs to L,,, under the stated conditions. 
Remark 2.8. (i) It might appear that we could take m = 1 without loss 
of generality, since 
N;= P,N;P,‘, (2.13) 
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(P,J‘)(x) =f(x”‘). (2.14) 
However, the parameter m plays a crucial role in subsequent papers. 
(ii) NY (and hence Nz) is simply related to the Laplace transform 6”. 
Indeed. 
N”=x’lYRx’-‘1 1 (2.15) 
as operators on L,, ,, , where 
(Rf)(x) =f(llx). (2.16) 
In particular, it follows from Lerch’s Theorem [6, Theorem 9.131 that NL 
is one-to-one on L,,,. 
3. We now set about characterising the range of NY! on L,,,. It is 
fairly easy to prove that N;(L,,,) is dense in L,,,, but we can be much 
more precise. In view of Remark 2.8(ii), our task is equivalent to charac- 
terising the range of the Laplace transform on L,,,. In [ 12, Chap. VII], 
Widder discusses the range of 5Z on Lp(O, co) = L,, ijP but does not cater 
for a general ,u. Widder’s results also suggest that the case p = 1 has added 
complications. (Compare Sections 15 and 17 in [ 12, Chap. VII].) Accord- 
ingly we shall restrict attention to 1 <p < co. 
For convenience, we shall use the notation 
(fig) =joKf(l) g(llt) dtlt (.fE L,,,, g E -L/J (3.1) 
which is meaningful in view of Holder’s inequality. We can then state a 
result involving weak compactness. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let 1 <P-C co, ~EC and let {f,,}F= 1 be a bounded 
sequence in L,,,. Then there is a subsequence {f,,} z , and a finctionf E L,,, 
such that 
Proof This follows from [ 1, p. 1301 by simple changes of variables. 
In the proof of the main theorem in this section, we shall also use the 
following result. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let p, r] E C with Re(v] - p) > 0 and let a E [w. For n = 1, 2, . . . . 
define h, by 
h,(x) = x’Y 1 - x/n)” +O xco, .)(x) b > Oh 
where x(~,~, denotes the characteristic function of the interval (0, n). Then 
h,(x) + x?e-” in L,,, as n-+oo. 
Proof: Certainly h, E L,,, for all sufficiently large n, in particular for 
n > -a. We shall assume that n > -a in the rest of the proof. Since 
1+ y < ey for all y E IX, (n - x)/(n + a) = 1 - (x + a)/(n + a) 6 exp( - (x + a)/ 
(n+a)) for all XE~W. For O<x<n, we obtain [(n-x)/(n+a)]“+“< 
exp(-(x+a)) whence (1 -x/n)“fU6(l +a/n)n+uep”ep” or 
( ) 
1-x ?I+‘? < Cn,ue -’ for O<x<n,n+a>O, (3.2) 
n 
where 
( > 
II+0 
C,.= l+! e-‘-+1 as n+m. 
n 
By the triangle inequality 
11 xqe-” - h,(x)11 l,pG I1-C,,,I Ilx’e-‘II,,,,+ II Cn,ux~e~“-hh,(x)lll,,. (3.4) 
The first term on the right-hand side of (3.4) tends to 0 as n + ~0 by (3.3). 
So, it only remains to show that the second term on the right-hand side of 
(3.4) also tends to 0. We split the integral concerned into two parts corre- 
sponding to O<x<n and x>n. The latter gives jz I C,,,xq-pe-“-01 
(dx/x)-+O as n+ co. The former‘gives 1: ]x~-fl[C,,,eP-Y-(l -x/n)“+U]l 
(dx/x) < fi x~~(~-~‘)-’ [Cn,aeP”-(l -x/n)“+O] dx by (3.2) < 
SF C ~~~(~-~‘~‘dx--~(ny)~~(~~~)~~(l-y)~+’ndy=C,.T(Re(?-~)) 
-nR’i~-P’T(Re(~-~))ZJn+a+l)/T(Re(~-~)+n+a+i). As n-+co, 
the first term tends to T(Re(u -11)) by (3.3). The second term can be 
shown to tend to T(Re(q - p)) also by using the fact that 
f’n+C)-+l as n-m 
&f(n) 
for any real c (3.5) 
[3, 1.18(5)]. Hence the integral over (0, n) tends to zero as n + co and in 
view of our previous comments this completes the proof. 
We can now state our characterisation of N;(L,,) in the simplest case. 
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THEOREM 3.3. For 1 <p < CC and Re(v -p/m) > 0, gE N;(L,,,) if and 
only lfg E Fp,, and there exists a constant A, (depending on g but independ- 
ent of n) such that 
IIK;+“~ -“gllp,,i G A, T(Re(q + n -p/m)) (n=O, 1,2 ,... ), (3.6) 
where KL+,+. pn is the differential operator x~~+‘~“( - D,)” x ~mv. (We are 
dealing with a special case of (2.10) and D, E d/dx”.) 
ProoJ: We shall only deal with the case m = 1. The results for general 
m then follow easily from (2.13). 
(i) m= 1. Necessity. Assume that 1 <p < co and Re(q - p) > 0. 
Suppose g = NY f, where f E L,,,, so that 
g(x) = jr (x/u)” ev(-(xlu))f(u)Wu. (3.7) 
With k(x) = x’le-‘, g(x) = J: k(x/u) f (u) duju and since k is smooth we 
shall differentiate under the integral sign to obtain formally 
(@g)(x) = jam (b’k)(xlu)f (u) dub (6=xd/dx,j=O, 1,2, . ..). 
Since (6’k)(x)=Ci=,c,x~+‘e~’ for certain constants ci, d’gE L,,,, 
(j=O, 1,2, . ..). i.e., gEFP,@. Similarly, (3.7) leads to 
s Ix, x”+“( -D)” x-“g(x)=xq+“(-D)” up”exp(-(x/u))f(u)du/u 0 
I 
r: 
=x rl+fl ZC~(U~‘)~ exp( -(x/u))f(u) du/u 
0 
= ! (x/u)” +?? exp( - (xlu))f (u) dub, 0 
i.e., 
Kq+“, -?I I g=K:+“~p”N;f=N:+“J: (3.8) 
BY (2.7), II K : + n, ~-I’ g IIp,jl = I/N:f”.fllp,p d Il,~“+“e xlll,p llf Ilp,p = 
WWv + n - ~I)11 f Ilp.p so that we obtain (3.6) with A, = /If Ilp,lr which 
shows the dependence on f and hence on g. 
(ii) m = 1. Sufficiency. Assume that 1 <p < a3 and Re(q -p) > 0. 
Let g E Fp+ and suppose that g satisfies (3.6). Define fn (n = 1, 2, . ..) by 
f,(x) = [r(n)] -’ n-“(K:+‘*, -“g)(nx). (3.9) 
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By [4, Theorems 2.11 and 2.131 f,, E Fp,p for all n and (3.6) shows that 
llfnll,.,~ m4-‘~- Rerl+Re~Agr(Re(l?+n-~)) (n = I, 2, . ..). 
By (3.5) the right-hand side tends to A, as n + 00 so that {fn}zC, is a 
bounded sequence in L,,,. By Theorem 3.1, we can find a subsequence 
{fn,}~i and a functionfm L,,, such that (f,,, II/) + (ft +) as i+ co, for 
all $ E L,,. In particular, for fixed x > 0, let G(t) = (xl)” exp( -xl). This 
function of t belongs to L,, under the stated conditions. Also (f,,, $ ) = 
!Ffn,(t) $(1/t) W = J,F WY exp( - b/f))f,,(t) W = (W f,,,)(x) and 
similarly (f, II/) =(N:f)(x). Hence (N:&)(x) + (N:f)(x) for each fixed 
x > 0. Our aim is to show that NY f = g, thereby establishing sufficiency. On 
inverting (3.9) we obtain 
g(x)= [l-(n)]n*xq[l-(n)]-‘ j= (t-x)“-‘t-“-“f,(t/n)dr. 
x 
Routine manipulations show that g(x) = sr h,(x/t)f,(t) dt/t, where 
k(x) = XYl -x/n)“- ’ X~O,&) (n = 1, 2, . ..). 
Hence NY f, -g = k, *f,,, where 
k,(x) = xvep-” - h,(x) = xqep-’ -x”(l -x/n)“-’ x~~,~,(x). 
By Lemma 3.2 with a = - 1, I/k,, Ij ,+ + 0 as n -+ co and hence by 
Theorem 2.2 
II N:fn -g Ilp.p G Ilk, II 1.p I/ fn Ilp./, + 0 as n+a3 
since (fn}zC, is a bounded sequence in L,,,. Hence N:f, converges to g 
in the L,,, norm as n -+ co, so that N:f,! converges to g in the L,,, norm 
as i+ co. By standard results in integration theory, we conclude that 
NY f = g (both functions being continuous), This completes the proof. 
Remark 3.4. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.3 we can prove equiv- 
alently that ge NL(L,,) if and only if ge F,,, and there exists a constant 
A, such that 
II Kit,+‘, --y g Ilp,,, d A,WWrl + Y - dm)) 
for all y E C such that Re(q + y-p/m) > 0. 
Formula (3.8) is a special case of the second part of our next result, the 
first part of which sheds some light on ranges. (In both parts, p = 1 could 
be included.) 
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THEOREM 3.5. Let 1 <p < co, Re(v] --p/m) > 0. If‘ a~@, then as iden- 
tities on L,.,, 
(i) NLfl Kz” = N; provided that Re c( > 0 
(ii) Kz”jjIL+” = Nq m provided that Re(r + CY - p/m) > 0. 
ProoJ: For 1 <pd2, both parts are immediate via (2.10) and (2.11). 
For p>2 we can use continuity and density arguments. Note that the 
weaker condition on u in (ii) arises because if f~ L,,, then N;+,+‘tf~ F,,,, 
(not merely LP+). 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let 1 <p < 03, Re q, < Re y/* and Re(q, - p/m) > 0 for 
i = 1, 2. Then NE( L,,,,) is a proper subset of Nz( L,,,,). 
Proof: Let g = Nzf, where f E L,,,. By Theorem 3.5(i) with q = yl, and 
CI = v2 - 4 i we obtain g = NE& where 4 = KE, ‘12 ~ "'f E L,,, This establishes 
inclusion. Now suppose that g = NZF, where FE L,,,, does not belong to 
the range of Kz,q’2p)11 on L,,,. (Such an F exists for Re(q, - r],) > 0.) If g 
were to belong to Nz(L,,,), there would exist GE LP,I, such that g = NE G 
whence g = N’l$ KE’ ‘12 VI G by Theorem 3.5(i). Since NE is one-to-one on 
L we obtain F= Kx;,q2m q’G, a contradiction. This gives strict inclusion 
aF&Iuired. 
Remark 3.7. Corollary 3.6 shows that NL(L,,,) depends on g (as well 
as p, p and m). This may not be surprising but does lead to complications. 
In contrast we shall discover when we develop the Fp,fl theory in a later 
paper that NL(F,,,) is independent of ye under very general conditions. This 
simplification provides one of the justifications for the F,,, theory. 
4. We have noted that, for 1 <p < co and Re(q - p/m) > 0, 
N$(L,,) is a subspace of F,,, which is dense in L,,,. Thus 
(NL(L,,), II II,,,) is not a Banach space. However, NL(L,,) can be turned 
into a Banach space by using a different norm. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let 1 <p < x and Re(q --p/m) >O, For ge N;(L,,) 
define II g llj,J$ by 
II g/l;;,“‘,= lim [Re(q+n-p/m)]-’ /IK~+“,~“gjlp,~. . . n - cc 
(4.1) 
Remark 4.2. The slightly curious notation I[ Ilb’z+)m is to take account 
of the fact that II IIkfi!, and II II~~,;~m will turn up in connection with Mf 
(Section 8) and Mr NL [S], respectively. 
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THEOREM 4.3. For 1 <p < co and Re(v -p/m) > 0, 11 Ili;,$,, defines a 
norm on NL(L,,) and (NL(L,,), 11 Ilb;,;!m) is a Banach space. 
Proof: First we must show that the limit in (4.1) is well defined. For 
gE KW,,,) = Fp,p> 
K’lf”. -n g = K;+ n, ’ K,,, IJ+n+1. -(rt+l) m  g [4, Chap. 31 
and by applying Theorem 2.2 to the integral operator K;‘“, ‘, we obtain 
II Ki,“‘, -ngIlp,p G r(Re(?+n-dm)) Il,;+,‘,,l, -(n+l)gllp,bi. T(Re(r]+n+ 1 -p/m)) 
Hence the sequence {[Re(q+n-p/m)]-’ IIK~+,+~~“gll,,,},“=, is non- 
decreasing. By Theorem 3.3, the sequence is bounded above by the con- 
stant A, appearing in (3.6). Hence the sequence converges and /I g I!::,$, is 
well defined, with 11 gll( ;9) p ~ m d A,. Indeed we could alternatively write , . 
II gIlb.;$=inf(An : Eq. (3.6) holds} k-Y!z(Lp,,)) (4.2) 
and obtain, for n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
IIK;+“. -ngIlp,p G II sIl~,“~T(Re(g+n-~lm))  , k E NZJLp,,)). (4.3) 
Next we must check that II II:.;& defines a norm on the range. 
(i) II gIl~:;,)m=O= II g/I,,, =0 by (4.3) with n=O=-g=O (since 
sEFp,, and is in particular continuous). 
ing p;;;er~;f~l; ;y ll.Ag 11 P,‘W ( ’ q, = 1 A 1 II g I[;.;,$ by (4.1) and the correspond- 
(iii) Let g,, g:: N;(L,,). Then by (4.3), 
II gl + gz II b:,:l, = lb + m CWv+ n - dm)l-’ II KL+*9 -“kl + g2Np,p 
dlim,,, CRe(v + n - dm)l-’ II G+‘,+, +gI lip+ 
+lim,,, CRe(rl+n-dm)l-’ II~Kf”~-“g211p,lr 
=IIgP) +lIgzII~;~) P-km P. Il., m  
as required. 
Hence 11 IIj,,$,, is a norm on N; (Lp,p). 
Finally, to prove completeness let {g,>,?!, be a Cauchy sequence in 
Nq (Lp P) with respect to II m , l[i;J!,,. For E > 0, 3N (depending on E) such that > . 
II gi-gjII~~~,)m Cc for all i, j > N. 
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Bearing in mind the monotonicity of the sequence on the right of (4.1) 
established above, we deduce that 
IlK;+‘“3 -‘Ygr-&llp,lc -c sf(Re(r + n - p/m)) 
forall i,j>Nandalln30. 
In particular, 3C (independent ofj and n) such that 
(4.4) 
II G+“, -“g, lIp,k 6 Cf(Re(r] + n-p/m)) 
for all j > 0 and all n > 0. (4.5) 
Next we observe that the operator Kk+“, ‘I is a polynomial of degree n in 
6 E xd/dx. A routine but tedious calculation shows that the seminorms 
(v,P.~>F=, defined on FP,!, by 
v:“(d) = II CL+“, -“4 IIp,/, (n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 4 E F,,,,) (4.6) 
are equivalent to the seminorms {;l~~lL};z, in (2.3). Thus, by (4.4), {gi}T10 
is a Cauchy sequence in F,,, with its usual topology. As the latter is a 
complete space, 3g E F,,, such that gi -+ g in the topology of F,,,., as j -+ #z. 
In particular, if we use the equivalent seminorms (4.6), we may let i -+ a: 
in (4.4) to obtain 
II KL+“, -” (g-ggi)/l,,~Er(Re(rl+n-~/m)) 
for all j > N and all n b 0. (4.7) 
Hence by (4.5) and the triangle inequality 
IIK;+*3 +gIlp,p d CC+ E) We(v + n -p/m)) for n = 0, 1, 2, . . . 
so that g E NL (LP+) by Theorem 3.3. Finally by rearranging (4.7) and let- 
ting n + co, we obtain II g-gjIlp,P,m, (;p) <&for allj>N-N(s). Hence {gj};‘?O 
converges to g in (NL(L,,,), 11 I/b,‘&) as j+ co. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let 1 <p < 00 and Re(q - p/m) > 0. Then N; is a 
homeomorphism from (Lp, ~, II lIp,J onto WR(J&A II llI;,~!m). 
Proof It is obvious that NL is one-to-one and onto. Further, iff E L,.,, 
I( N; f lib,;& = lim [Re(q + n-p/m)] -’ II KL+“, --“NL f Ilp,lc n+oc 
= lim [Re(q+n-p/m)]-’ IINL+“f lIp.lr 
n-m 
d lim CWrl+n-W)l-’ /Ixv+“e~‘;Ill,p llf /Ip,pt “-CC 
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where we have used Theorems 3.5(ii) and 2.2. Hence N; is continuous with 
respect to the norms stated. Finally, since we are now dealing with two 
Banach spaces, continuity of (NL)-’ is automatic from the Open Mapping 
Theorem. 
Remark 4.5. We can actually go further and say that, in the situation 
of Theorem 4.4, NL is an isometry. As this is easily proved using our inver- 
sion formulae, we postpone the result until Theorem 5.6. 
5. Next we shall consider a family of inversion formulae for N; 
which are similar in spirit to the familiar Widder-Post inversion formula 
for the Laplace transform. In this section we shall consider all values of p 
in the range 1 <p< 00. 
DEFINITION 5.1. For each fixed ,uEE~=, DK, denotes the set of all 
sequences { k,}z= 1 such that 
(i) for all sufficiently large n, k,,E L,,, 
(ii) for all sufficiently large n, k,(x) > 0 for almost all x > 0 
(iii) C, = II k, II 1,/1 + 1 as n + cc 
(iv) for each Q satisfying O< 8< 1, j:Zi Ix-‘k,(x)1 dx/x + 1 as 
n-+co. 
We can think of DKp as a set of sequences of kernels converging in some 
sense to a delta-type distribution, delta kernels in brief. The following 
results are proved in [ 111. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let {k,,},== 1 E DK, for some p E @ and let c( be real. Then, 
for each f~ L,,, (1 <p < co), (x’“k,) *f converges to f with respect to /I Ilp,p 
as n -+ co, where * is as in (2.6). 
Proof: See [ 11, Lemma 4.271. 
LEMMA 5.3. For fixed q E [w, define k, (n = 1,2, . ..) by 
k,(x)= ‘” -Xn+Ve-nX 
0) 
(x > 0). (5.1) 
Then (k,}~==lEDK~forall~~E@. 
Proof. See [ 11, Lemma 4.291. 
Our inversion formulae for NL will involve operators of the form 1, 
(a > 0), where 
(U)(x) =&ax) (x > 0). (5.2) 
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THEOREM 5.4. Let q, cx, p E C and m > 0 with Re(v -p/m) > 0 and let 
g=Nlf, wherefgL,, (ldp<m). Then 
where (for n sufficiently large) 
and convergence is with respect to 11 Ilp,p. 
Proof: We give details for m = 1, the 
(2.13). For n > -Re(q + c( - p) we obtain, 
,-(rl+lJ 
(2 +n) 
g (sEF,,J (5.3) 
general case then following via 
from (5.3) and Theorem 3.5(ii), 
L 
(5.4) 
By (2.12) and (5.2), it follows that 
where 
k,(x)= nn -XRe(q+x)+ne-n.~ 
r(n) 
(x > 0). (5.5) 
Since (5.5) is obtained from (5.1) by replacing r] by Re(q + CI), we see from 
Lemma 5.3 that {k,} E DK,. Finally, by Theorem 5.2 with CI replaced by 
Im(n + cx), we deduce that L~,‘l~‘g -+f with respect to II lIP,P as n + co. This 
completes the proof. 
Remark 5.5. Note that Theorem 5.4 holds for p = 1 even although we 
have not obtained a characterisation of Ny(L,,) for p = 1. More impor- 
tantly, for 1 <p < co, we can now add one further piece of information to 
Theorem 4.4. 
THEOREM 5.6. For 1 <p < GO and Re(r] -p/m) > 0, NL is an isometry 
from (L,,,, II II,,,) onto (NX&,), II Ilj,,$,,). 
Proof: Again it is enough to consider the case m = 1. 
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We use (5.3) with cr=O, and m=l. Then Re(v]+n-p)>O for all n> 1 
and by continuity of (1 lip, p we obtain 
II f IIp.p = Jijmrn II L:q,ON: f Ilp+ 
= lim n 
-Rev 
- II k,K:+“3 -“N: f Il,,,li 
n+m r(v) 
as in (5.4) 
= lim 
WWvl + n -P)) 
n-m Z-(n) nRe+fl) 
{llK:+“-” N: f Il,,,,lWW + n - 14) > 
= II N:f II;:,?\ 
by (3.5) and (4.1). This gives the required result. 
6. At this stage, we can use our results to obtain information about 
the Laplace transform on L,,,. We shall show in particular how our results 
on the range of 9’ and our family of inversion formulae contain results of 
Widder [ 121 as special cases. A brief summary will suffice. 
THEOREM 6.1. For l<p<co and Re p> -1,gE6P(Lp+) ifandonly if 
gE F,,, -p-, and there exists a constant A, (independent of n) such that 
llx”W lip, -pc 1 G A,WWn + 1+ ~1) (n=O, 1, 2, . ..). (6.1) 
Proof Routine on using (2.15) and Theorem 3.3 with m = 1. 
EXAMPLE 6.2. We shall apply Theorem 6.1 to L,, P,,P=L,P(O, co) with 
l<p<o~.ThenwehaveRep=-l/p>-land(6.1)saysthat 
tWWn+ 1 - l/~))l-’ IIxn~ngllp,I,p~ l <A, (n = 0, 1, 2, . ..) 
for some constant A,. Writing out the norm explicitly we obtain 
[r(n+l-l/p)lPP jam Ix”DHg(x)lpJp-‘dx} 
i 
<A; (n = 0, 1, 2, . ..). (6.2) 
The corresponding formula in [ 12, p. 3121 has the numerical factor n/(n!)” 
on the left instead of [T(n + 1 - l/p)] --P. However, by (3.5) 
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1 (n!)” 
[T(n+ 1 - l/p)lp n 
= 
[ 
Jln+l){(n+l)lpl’P ’ 1+1 +l 
r(n + 1 - l/p) I( > as n-03 n 
Hence (6.2) is equivalent to Widder’s formula. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let 1 6p < co, Re p > - 1 and g = 2’h where ,f‘E L,,,,. 
Then for any a E @ 
n -2 
f= lim - Rx2 KI+N. -(Pi-n) 
n+z r(n) n ’ g, (6.3 1 
where convergence is with respect to the L,,, norm, and I,, is defined via 
(5.2). 
Proof: The result is immediate on using Theorem 5.4 and (2.15). 
EXAMPLE 6.4. We shall apply Theorem 6.3 to L,, ._ ,,,, E Lp(O, m) for 
1 <p < co, in which case Re p = - l/p > - 1. Also we shall choose c1= 0 in 
(6.3 ). Then 
Rx 1, K;, ~~ *g(x) = Rx i,x’( - 1)” g’“‘(x) = ( - 1)” Rx(nx)” g’“‘(nx) 
1 (- 1)” 
a---Rxi,K’,‘.~“g(x)=p 
r(n) (n - l)! n”(*/x) 
n + ’ g(“)(n/x) 
Thus (6.3) becomes 
f(x) = lim k.jI (:)“+ ’ gal) (2) 
n-5 . 
with convergence in the Lp(O, co) norm. Thus we have recovered the familiar 
Widder-Post inversion formula [ 12, Chap. VII, Definition 6 (corrected) 
and Theorem 15b] as a special case of our family of inversion formulae. As 
usual the case p = 1 requires special treatment. 
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7. We now turn our attention to the strips Sz, (j= 1,2, . ..) in 
Notation 2.3 and we shall see that the results obtained above for Q, remain 
true with minor modifications. 
For a fixed positive integer j, we shall be considering s and ~1 values 
satisfying 
-j<Re(q+s/m)< -(j-l), -j<Re(q-p/m)< -(j-l) (7.1) 
in connection with (2.11). 
THEOREM 7.1. Let l<p<co and -j<Re(q-p/m)<--(j-1). Then 
the operator NL which satisfies (2.11) (for 1 dp d 2 and values of s satisfy- 
ing (7.1)) is giuen by 
N~f=(-l)'N~+'I,q~'.'f=(-1)'I,~-J.'N~+jf (f~ L,,,) (7.2) 
when I;q-j,j and NL+j are defined via (2.10) and (2.12), respectively. Further 
NL E B(L,,,) with 
llNH,fll,,~(-l)'f(Re(vl-l*lm))llf lIp,lr (fq?,,). (7.3) 
Proof First observe that, since Re( -ye -j + p/m + 1) > 0 and 
Re((q+j)--p/m)>O, Z;V-“J and NL+’ can be defined via (2.10) and 
(2.12) and have multipliers f( -II -j + 1 - s/m)/lJ - u] + 1 -s/m) and 
r(v +j+ s/m), respectively. The operators both belong to B(Lp+) and they 
commute since their multipliers do. By using T(z + 1) = zT(z) we obtain 
(-1)‘r(-4-j+1-sjm)r(‘l+j+s,m) 
r(--q+l-s/m) 
fi (-q--l+ 1 -s/m)-’ Qrl+j+.dm) 
/=I 
= fi (?+I- 1 +s/m)-’ 
i’ I 
r(v +j+s/m) 
I= I 
Qtl+ s/m 1 
=r(q+j+s/m) 
f(q+j-l-s/m)=r(q+s/m), 
all the calculations being valid since Re(q + s/m) is not an integer. Equa- 
tion (7.2) therefore follows, in the first instance for f E L2,u n L,,, (say) and 
then generally by continuity and density arguments in the usual way. 
Finally we can obtain (7.3) by using (2.7) and performing a similar calcula- 
tion to the above (with s replaced by -p). 
Remark 7.2. The form of NL appearing in (7.2) is reminiscent of the 
“cut” fractional integrals and Hankel transforms which first appeared in the 
work of Erdelyi and Kober and have subsequently been discussed by, 
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among others, Braaksma and Schuitman [2], McBride [4, Chaps. 3 and 
51, and Rooney [9]. 
Although the form of NL is now different, our characterisation of its 
range on L,, remains intact. 
THEOREM 7.3. rf 1 <p < co and -j < Re(q -p/m) < - (j - 1) ftir some 
j = 1) 2, . ..) then g E Nz(L,,) if and only if g E F,,, and there exists a con- 
stant A, such that (3.6) holds for all n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . with KLf”. pn denoting the 
same differential operator as in Theorem 3.3. 
Proof: We shall make use of the properties of the Erdklyi-Kober 
operators on the spaces Fp’,., as described in [4, Chap. 31 (with a slight 
change of notation). 
Let g E NL (Lp+) with g = NLf (fe L,,,). Since both sides are in F,,/, by 
(7.2) and Theorem 3.3, we can apply I;“’ PI to obtain 
I,".-'g=(-l)JZ, V,-I Z;Vl.iN;+lj”= Nll,“(( _ 1)/f) 
so that Ziq, -‘gg NL+,+’ (Lp,fl). Conversely if I;“’ -/g = NL+jG (GE L,,,) 
then g= (- l)‘Z;qP~‘N~fj( - 1)‘G = N;(( - 1 )‘G) by (7.2). Hence 
gE NL(L,,,) iff I;“’ -‘gE N;+‘(L,,,,). (7.4) 
Since Re(q +j- p/m) > 0, we can apply (3.6) with g and 9 replaced by 
ZFq* -‘g and q +j respectively to obtain a necessary and sufficient condition 
in”;olving A, in the form 
11 K;+j+“, -“Z,“x -‘gllP,Lr < A,T(Re(rl +j+ n -p/m)) (n = 0, 1, 2, . ..). 
(7.5) 
The composition K, q+jfn. P”Z,;V, -~/has multiplier 
T(r]+j+n+s/m) Z-(-9+1-s/m) 
T(q+j+s/m) r(-q--j+ l-s/m) 
ZJrf+j+n+s/m) ’ 
n (--q-l+l-s/m) 
= r(v+j+s/m) I=1 
ZJq+j+n+s/m) 
= ZJv+j+s/m) 
(-1)’ fr (q+I- 1 +s/m) 
I=1 ~ 
=(-1)’ 
Z-((rl+j+n+s/m) 
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and the latter is the multiplier for (- l)jK~+j+“~ -(j+“). Hence we arrive at 
(3.6) with n replaced by n +j. Equivalently (3.6) holds for all n > j. 
However, the finite set of numbers UWW+~-~/4)1- 
II K,+“, -“g IIp,lr : IZ = 0, 1, . . . . j - 1) is bounded, so that we can adjust A, to 
make (3.6) hold for all n > 0. This completes the proof. 
DEFINITION 7.4. Let 1 <p < cc and -j < Re(q -p/m) < - (j - 1) for 
some j= 1, 2, . . . . For gENL(L,,,), define 11 gllL,;,1i as in (4.1). 
THEOREM 7.5. For 1 <p < GO and -j < Re(q - p/m) < -(j - 1) 
(j= 1, 2, . ..). (Nk(L,,,), I/ IIb,;$) is a Banach space. 
Proof By (7.4), ge NL(L,,) iff Z; q. --‘g E N;+j(L,,). We then imitate 
the proof of Theorem 4.3, noting that, since we are working in Fpp,I, I;q, -j 
is a homeomorphism under the given conditions. We omit further details. 
In view of the foregoing, the following should come as no surprise. 
THEOREM 7.6. The statements of Theorems 5.4 and 5.6 remain valid 
if the condition Re(q - p/m) > 0 is replaced by the condition 
-j<Re(q-p/m)<-(j-l), wherej=1,2,.... 
Proof: Both results are proved easily. For instance, we may apply 
Theorem 5.4 for Sz,, with q and CI replaced by q + j and CI -j, respectively, 
to obtain the corresponding result in Q,. We omit further details. 
Remark 7.7. We may summarise by saying that the outcome in each 
strip Qj is the same with j= 0 being a special case. For instance, (7.2) 
collapses to Nk on the right-hand side when j = 0, since Iiq.’ is the identity 
operator. 
8. In this final section we shall briefly discuss the operator Mf 
corresponding to the multiplier r(< -s/l). Thus A4f E B(&+) satisfies 
wvmM4 = r(t - s/NJff)(s) (f E J&L) (8.1) 
under appropriate restrictions on p, p, iJ, I, and s. An easy calculation 
shows that 
Mf = RN; R, (8.2) 
where R is given by (2.16). The properties of A4: therefore follow readily 
from those of N$. We shall list the main properties without proof since we 
shall require them in a subsequent paper concerning the composition of NL 
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and Mf (which also explains the change from 4 to 5 and from m to 1 here). 
The proofs make use of the relations 
K’lxa = RIV- ‘.“R. I I > 1%” = RK” f ‘.r R / I (8.3) 
as operator equations on L,,,, or F,,, under appropriate conditions 
THEOREM 8.1. Let 1 dp < cc and Re( 5 + ,u/I) # 0, - 1, - 2, . . . . Then 
6) WE B(L,,,J 
(ii) for Re(t +p/I)>O, Mf has the integral representation 
w: f)(x) = l j,li t -‘< exp( -t -‘)f(x/t) dt/t (8.4) 
on LP,+ and 
II M:f llp,bL G WW5 + M))ll .f Ilp.ll (8.5) 
(iii) for -j < Re(r + p/1) < - (j - 1 ), where j = 1, 2, . . . . Mf has the 
representation 
J,f/5f=(-l)IK;t+'~ /,iM:+',f=(-l)iMj+/K;i+'-b/f' (8.6) 
on L,, and 
II Mf f IIp,p d ( - 1 Y WWS + dO)ll f IIp,p (8.7) 
(iv) Mf is one-to-one on L,., and Mf(L,,) is dense in LP,!). 
THEOREM 8.2. For 1 <p<co and Re(t+p//)#O,-l,-2,...,gEM:(L,,,,) 
if and only lf g E F,,, and there exists a constant B, (depending on g but 
independent of n) such that 
l/If- lfn.~nglIp,,~B,T(Re(r+n+~/l)) (n=O, 1,2 ,... ), (8.8) 
where Zf ~ ’ +‘I. -I’ is the differentiaf operator x ‘; +‘(D[)” x’< ‘+ ‘I’ with 
D, E d/dx’. 
DEFINITION 8.3. For 1 <p < r;o and Re( 5 + p/l) # 0, - 1, - 2, . . . . define 
II lIj&j,‘( on M!(L,,,) by 
/I g)Ia; i= lim [Re(S + n +p/l)] -’ III: I+“. -ngllP,,l. (8.9) 
” n-z 
THEOREM 8.4. For 1 <p < CC and Re({ + p/I) # 0, - 1, - 2, . . . . 
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(i) (Mf(L,,,), 11 IIa,j ‘,) is a Banach space , / 
(ii) Mf is an isometric isomorphism from (LP+, /I II,,,) onto 
w:v ) II IIf; 9 P.P’ ,: 
THEOREM 8.5. Let 5, IX, ,u E C with Re(< + p/l) # 0, - 1, - 2, . . . and let 
g=MffforsomefcL,, (l,<p<co). Then 
(8.10) 
where convergence is with respect to 11 lip, p. 
Armed with these results we shall embark on a study of the operator 
with multiplier f(t -s/l) r(q + s/m) relative to the L,, spaces in a subse- 
quent paper [S]. However, we shall find that matters become complicated 
because of the dependence of N;(L,,,) on r] and of Mf(L,,,) on 5, an 
inheritance from Corollary 3.6 already mentioned in Remark 3.7. 
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